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2.1
Reading



How do I find relevant literature?

https://scholar.google.com/

▶ No starting point (=paper) → use keyword based search
▶ Luckily, most papers are open access in vision/robotics
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https://scholar.google.com/


Paper as starting point

▶ Forward and backward search
▶ For finding newer papers → ”Cited by” on Google Scholar
▶ Can sort the results by relevance or date
▶ Can also restrict the time range for which papers are displayed
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Backward search

▶ For finding older papers → ”Related Work” section
▶ Search title via Google Scholar
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Track the people!

▶ Find authors’ websites: often the same author has written other related work
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Specialized tools: paper graphs

www.connectedpapers.com
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www.connectedpapers.com


Is a paper worth reading?

▶ You must invest time, it is hard work
▶ But you can’t read all papers in depth
▶ Read abstract and look at teaser figure
▶ Look at impact of paper (citations) and

conference/journal
▶ Top conferences are selective and have

acceptance rate of 25% or lower
▶ Rankings: https://research.com/

https://research.com/conference-rankings/computer-science 9
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Know the state-of-the-art

▶ Good methods should perform well
▶ Benchmarks have established as an

important tool to measure progress
▶ Benchmarks often link papers and code

https://leaderboard.carla.org
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https://leaderboard.carla.org


How to read a paper?

▶ Unless 100% sure the paper is relevant, don’t read it linearly from start to end
▶ Instead, take a quick look at abstract, teaser, contributions, results (∼ 10 min)
▶ Take notes, summarize, and decide if you want to read it in depth (2+h)
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Keep notes

▶ Pdf annotation → Okular, Acrobat,
Mendeley . . .

▶ Highlight important lines
▶ Important (blue)

(design choices, models, results)
▶ Interesting (green)
▶ Confusing (yellow)
▶ Suspicious (red)

www.mendeley.com
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www.mendeley.com


Look up unknown concepts
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Read prior work when necessary
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Use project pages

▶ Often contain:
▶ Talks and slides
▶ Narrated videos
▶ Supplementary materials
▶ Source code (e.g., github)
▶ Additional resources (e.g., blog)

▶ Use these resources to quickly get a
high-level understanding of a paper

▶ For more tips on reading, see Jia-Bin
Huang’s thread linked in the footnote

https://twitter.com/jbhuang0604/status/1426039195542360070 15
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2.2
Writing



Which tool can I use to write?

▶ Our community → LATEX, standard tool for academic typesetting
▶ Professional typesetting of text, equations, figures and tables
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Overleaf

www.overleaf.com

▶ Online, no installation, good for beginners
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www.overleaf.com


How can I learn LATEX?

www.overleaf.com/learn

▶ Overleaf documentation provides great resources
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www.overleaf.com/learn


Start early and iterate!

▶ Writing needs time
▶ Ideas form while writing
▶ Problems surface while writing
▶ It is important to start writing early on and iterate
▶ Bullets → long text → concise text
▶ Get feedback!
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Come up with a good structure

▶ Abstract – Task, challenge, idea, result (200-400 words)
▶ Introduction

▶ Definition – What is the problem? Where does it occur?
▶ Motivation – Why should we care? What applications?
▶ Contributions – What is now possible as a result of your work? Why was this not

possible before?

▶ Related Work – What has been done? How are you different?
▶ Method – How does it work? Why design the system this way?
▶ Results – What has been achieved? What works and what doesn’t? Why?
▶ Conclusion – What should we have learned? Limitations? Future work?
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Equations should remove ambiguity

▶ Formalize using math when appropriate
▶ Introduce every mathematical symbol that you are using
▶ Provide intuitions wherever possible
▶ Be as concise but precise
▶ Redundancy is fine for key concepts! (e.g. equation + figure + text)
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Figures help understanding

▶ Place figures outside running text, usually at top of page
▶ Adjust figure font size to font size of main text
▶ Caption should describe figure concisely to be understood stand-alone
▶ When using a figure or table from another source, cite the source in the caption
▶ Make sure all figures and tables are referenced from the main text
▶ You can reference the same figure or table multiple times
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Minimize white space

Slide credits: Kay Nieselt 24



How to create illustrations?

https://inkscape.org/ https://textext.github.io/textext/

▶ Vector graphics program, i.e., Inkscape
▶ Typeset LATEX inside Inkscape using TexText
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Follow good scientific practice

▶ Your text should be your own exposition and explain things in your words
▶ Do not copy sentences 1:1 from your sources (unusual in natural science)
▶ Be inspired by the papers you read, adopt good writing styles
▶ Use tools like www.grammarly.com for finding and fixing typos
▶ Do not use un-edited GPT outputs unless explicitly permitted!
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www.grammarly.com


Cite everything relevant

▶ Whenever stating a fact that is known, add the corresponding citations
▶ Make sure all related work is cited appropriately
▶ Citations are added before punctuation marks, e.g.: “.. as illustrated in [15].”
▶ Use LATEXin combination with Bibtex to manage your citations and bibliography

https://www.overleaf.com/learn/latex/Bibtex_bibliography_styles

▶ Use the cite package to format the bibliography alphabetically
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2.3
Reviewing



What is a review?

▶ Reviews judge if a paper gets accepted
▶ 3-5 reviews / paper
▶ Area chairs / associate editors make final decision based on reviews
▶ Top conferences/journals have acceptance rates <25%
▶ Often the authors and reviewers don’t know each other (double blind)
▶ Sometimes the reviewers can see the author’s names (single blind)
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Why not accept everything?

Papers can have a negative impact:
▶ Wrong or fraudulent results mislead the field and damage the reputation of the

conference
▶ Misleading evaluation makes it hard to compare with, kills follow-up
▶ Creates bad precedent (weak paper X got in, so this one should too)
▶ Fatigue/overload of too many papers, wastes everyone’s time
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Why should I care?

▶ Understanding reviewing → better reading and writing!
▶ Critical thinking
▶ Better notes when reading
▶ Concise, un-ambiguous writing
▶ Better structuring

▶ You may be invited to review in the future
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Read the review guidelines!

Example: TMLR acceptance criteria
▶ Are the claims made in the submission supported by accurate, convincing and

clear evidence?
▶ Would some individuals in TMLR’s audience be interested in the findings of this

paper?
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Read the review guidelines!

Example: CVPR/ICCV acceptance criteria
Any paper that, with CVPR/ICCV community standards,
▶ presents sufficient knowledge advancement that is well grounded
▶ is of sufficient interest to some CVPR/ICCV audiences who could benefit from it
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Key points

▶ Provide feedback to the authors prior to publication, including:
Language, clarity, rigor, references, experiments (and novelty)

▶ Provide a recommendation to the AC with clear reasoning
▶ Ultimate goal to improve the manuscript → concrete suggestions
▶ Reviews are objective and state both pros and cons
▶ ”Review” the review from the perspective of authors and AC
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The general review structure

Slide credits: ICCV reviewer guidelines 35



Different papers typically need different results

▶ Established problem, plausible idea → benchmark results
▶ Weird, complex, and/or implausible → extraordinary results (which need to be

scrutinized carefully)
▶ Potentially transformative idea → basic proof-of-concept
▶ Position piece or theory paper → no experiments
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Where to read reviews

https://openreview.net

▶ Reviews publicly available for ICLR, TMLR, NeurIPS, CoRL...
▶ Search like google scholar
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Thank You!
https://kashyap7x.github.io

https://kashyap7x.github.io

